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real beamspace MUSIC to UCA that yields reduced computation
and better resolution. In [10] and [11], the authors extend spatial
smoothing to UCA’s.
While extending the rooting techniques to UCA, all the authors
assumed that some of the terms in the transformed steering vector
of UCA are negligible when the circumferential spacing between the
elements is less than half wavelength. These approximations cause
errors in the DOA estimates obtained with the Root-MUSIC, even
when the number of snapshots tends to infinity, and we analyze the
effect of smoothing on these errors in this correspondence. We also
extend smoothing to UCA’s with directional elements.
II. BACKGROUND
Consider a UCA with L identical and omnidirectional sensors.
Let r be the radius of the array and d be the circumferential
spacing between the elements. Let  denote the angle (azimuth
angle) measured in the plane containing the elements. We assume
for simplicity that the sources are in the same plane as the UCA. The
steering vector of the UCA w.r.t. the center of the array can then
be expressed as

ac () =[ej

cos



; ej

0

cos(

0

02=L) ; 1 1 1

]

j cos( 2 (L 1)=L) T

e

= 2

(1)

()

where 
r=,  is the wavelength, and
: T
represents the transpose of : . The weight vector that
excites the array with mth phase mode is given by [2]
H
j 0jmj =L ; ej 2m=L ; 1 1 1 ; ej 2m(L01)=L . The array
m
pattern for the mth phase mode is [1], [2]
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Analysis of Spatial Smoothing
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Abstract—In this correspondence, we analyze spatial smoothing with
uniform circular arrays (UCA’s). In particular, we study the performance
of the Root-MUSIC with smoothing in the presence of correlated sources,
finite data perturbations, and errors in transformed steering vector that
arise due to some approximations made while extending the Root-MUSIC
and smoothing to UCA. Expressions are derived for the asymptotic performance of the Root-MUSIC with smoothing applied to the transformed
UCA data. An attempt has been made to bring out the impact of both
the forward and forward–backward smoothing. We consider UCA’s with
isotropic as well as directional sensors in our study. Computer simulations
are provided to demonstrate the usefulness of the analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Uniform circular arrays (UCA’s) are commonly employed when
360 coverage is required in the plane of the array. Circular arrays
are nonuniform linear arrays, and hence, the rooting techniques and
preprocessing schemes like spatial smoothing [7] cannot be directly
applied to these arrays. In [8], Tewfik and Hong have shown that
it is possible to extend the Root-MUSIC to UCA using the phase
mode excitation concept. In [2], Mathews and Zoltowski proposed
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where D is the maximum number of phase modes and given by [2]
D ' b2r=c, Jm () is the Bessel function of the first kind of order
m, h = Lq + m, g = Lq 0 m, (:)H represents the complex conjugate
transpose of (.), and bxc denotes the largest integer less than or equal

05

to x. The first term in (2) becomes dominant if d is less than : .
In our analysis, we consider d < :  and assume the second term
of (2) to be small.
The normalized transformation matrix
to excite the array patterns corresponding to D
phase modes is given by
p
L 0D ; 1 1 1 ; 0 ; 1 1 1 ; D . Using this transformation, we express

05

F
(2 + 1)
F=
[w
w
w ]
at() = FH ac() = J a() + 1a()
(3)
p
where J = L diag[JD ( ); 1 1 1 ; J ( ); J ( ); J ( ); 1 1 1 ; JD ( )]
a() = [e0jD ; e0j D0  ; 1 1 1 ; 1; 1 1 1 ; ej D0  ; ejD ]T (4)
and 1a() is the contribution due to the second term in (2). Note that
the vector a() has a structure similar to that of the steering vector
of a uniform linear array (ULA). We treat 1a() as the error in the
1

(

0

1)

1

(

1)

transformed steering vector caused due to approximation.
Assume that M sources are impinging on the UCA and the DOA’s
of these sources are 1 ; 2 ; 1 1 1 ; M . The covariance matrix at the
output of UCA can be expressed as
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Rc = Ac SAHc +  I
2

(5)
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where

S
I
Ac

signal covariance matrix;
identity matrix;
matrix of direction vectors of the UCA.
From (3) and (5), the covariance matrix that we obtain after applying
the transformation F is given by

Rt = FH Rc F = J ASAH J + 2 I + 1R
(6)
H
where A = [a(1 ); 1 1 1 ; a(M )], and 1R = 1ASA J +
J AS1AH + 1AS1AH with 1A = [1a(1 ); 1 1 1 ; 1a(M )].

The spatial smoothing can now be extended to UCA by applying the
1
t
transformation J0
 to the covariance matrix R , provided the term
R is negligible. The forward smoothed covariance matrix (with K
denoting the number of virtual subarrays) is

1

= [

Rft = K1

K
l=1

ZTl J01Rt J01 Zl

(7)

]
2 +1
+2

where Zl
el ; el+1 ; 1 1 1 ; el+L 01 with el denoting the lth
column of the identity matrix of size D
, and Lo is the virtual
subarray dimension with Lo
D
0
K . Note from (6) and (7)
that the noise part of Rft is diagonal but not of the form  2 I. For
convenience, we use prewhitening before applying the Root-MUSIC.
The forward smoothed covariance matrix after prewhitening is given
by

=2

H
(Rft )w = Rnw Rft Rnw

where the prewhitening matrix

Rnw = K1

K
l=1

ZlT J01 J01Zl

(8)

01=2

:

=2

()

1
K (i 0 j )=2)
jf j =  Ksin(sin((
i 0 j )=2)

(9)

where i and j are the DOA’s of the ith and j th sources, respectively, and  is the correlation coefficient before smoothing. Note
from (9) that f is not dependent on the individual directions of
the sources but is dependent only on their angular separation. If this
angular separation is 90 , then f becomes zero for K
. On the
other hand, if the separation is 180 , then two subarrays (K
) are
enough to force f to zero. Note also from (9) that f is independent
of the spacing between the elements, provided d is much less than
= . In contrast, when the forward spatial smoothing is applied to
ULA, the effective correlation between the sources is dependent on
the individual directions of the sources as well as on the spacing
between the elements.
We now consider the performance of the Root-MUSIC with
forward smoothing applied to the transformed UCA data. Recall the
smoothed covariance matrix after prewhitening [see (8)]. Combining
this with (6) and (7), we obtain

=4
=2

2

= RF + 1RF

1RF  K1
= K1

(10)

l=1

Rnw ZlT ASAH Zl RHnw + 2 I

K
l=1
K
l=1

(11)

Rnw ZlT J011RJ01Zl RHnw
Rnw ZlT J01 1ASAH + AS1AH J01

1 Zl RHnw

(12)

where Sf is the smoothed signal covariance matrix, and Af is the
virtual subarray direction matrix. In writing the right-hand side of
(12), we assumed A to be small and neglected the terms containing
more than one A. Note that RF is the smoothed covariance matrix
that we would get if a  is zero. In practice, however, this term
may be small but nonzero, thereby resulting in errors in the DOA
estimates when we apply the Root-MUSIC to Rft w . Here, we
analyze the effect of this term (i.e., RF ) on the DOA estimates.
Assuming that the noise at the output of the sensors is complex
circularly Gaussian distributed, the mean square error (MSE) in the
ith DOA estimate, due to both the finite data perturbations and the
error due to approximation (i.e., due to RF ), can be shown to be
(following the steps in [4])

1

1

1()

( )

1

1

sin

+

(Rft )w

and

0

III. ANALYSIS OF FORWARD SMOOTHING WITH UCA

K

H + 2 I
= Rnw Af Sf AfH Rnw

E [1i2 ]f

The steering vector of the ULA is dependent on !
d= ,
and hence, the DOA estimation with ULA becomes ambiguous
beyond the range of 180 (from 090 to 90 ). On the other hand,
the vector a  is directly dependent on , and hence, the DOA
estimation with UCA can be carried out unambiguously up to 360 .
In addition, the effective correlation between the sources with forward
smoothing for UCA is different from that for the ULA. Using the
structure of a  as given in (4), it can be shown (following the
steps in [5]) that the effective correlation coefficient (f ) between
the sources is (neglecting R)

()

RF  K1

Re( H 1RF )]2
= 0 2[+vHRe((0i )RH )P+nR2[nw
vf (i )]2
nw
f
K K
HR
HR
= 1
pq
qp

(13)

NK 2 p=1 q=1

1
= NK
2

0

K K

p=1 q=1

HR
pq

HR
qp

(14)

= Pn Rnw vf (i ); = (RF)#s Rnw vf (i )
H
(15)
(RF )s = Rnw Af Sf AfH Rnw
H
H
where Rpq = Rqp = E [yp (t)yq (t)], yp (t) is the output vector

obtained from the pth virtual subarray after prewhitening, N is the
number of snapshots, Pn is the projection matrix onto the noise
subspace of RF , vf  is the derivative of vf  w.r.t.  with
vf  denoting the normalized virtual subarray steering vector, Re :
represents the real part of : , : # denotes the pseudo inverse of : ,
and E : denotes the expectation of : .
As the number of snapshots tends to infinity, the MSE in the DOA
estimate is only because of the error due to the approximation [c.f.
(3)]. This error, which we refer to as the asymptotic error in the DOA
estimate, is deterministic and given by

()

()

()

() ()

()

E [1i2 ]f

()
()

()

( H 1RF )]2
= 1i2 = [vH ([iRe
)RH Pn Rnw vf (i )]2 :
f

nw

2

(16)

1

Note that this error increases as d tends to = since A becomes
larger with increasing value of d. Let us first assume that the sources
are uncorrelated. Then, the asymptotic error can be shown to be (see
[6] for the steps)

( H Rnw 1af (i ))]2
1i2 = L1o [vH[Re
(i )RH Pn Rnw vf (i )]2
nw

f

where

1af (i ) = K1

K
l=1

ZlT J01 1a(i )e0j(l01)

(17)

(18)
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TABLE I
ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE OF THE ROOT-MUSIC WITH SMOOTHING
(APPLICABLE TO BOTH FORWARD AND FORWARD–BACKWARD,
SINCE  IS REAL) APPLIED TO TRANSFORMED UCA DATA WITH
ISOTROPIC ELEMENTS FOR UNCORRELATED TWO-SOURCE CASE
(L = 30; D = 0:46; DOA’s = 0 AND 7 ,  = 0; SNR = 3 dB)

Fig. 1. Norm of the effective error vector in the transformed steering vector
30).
of UCA as a function of circumferential spacing (L

=

which we define as the effective error along the direction of the ith
source in the transformed steering vector due to the approximation.
Note from (17) that the asymptotic error in the ith DOA estimate is
dependent only on the effective error vector
f i . The norm of
this vector can be shown to decrease with smoothing (see [6, App.
A] for the steps). Thus, we can expect the smoothing to improve
the asymptotic performance. Expression (17), however, holds well
only when the sources are uncorrelated. For the case of correlated
sources, simplification of (16) leads to lengthy expressions even for
a two-source case and, hence, is not considered here.

1a ( )

TABLE II
ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE OF THE ROOT-MUSIC WITH SMOOTHING
(APPLICABLE TO BOTH FORWARD AND FORWARD–BACKWARD,
SINCE  IS REAL) APPLIED TO TRANSFORMED UCA DATA WITH
ISOTROPIC ELEMENTS FOR CORRELATED TWO-SOURCE CASE
(L = 30; d = 0:46; DOA’s = 0 AND 7 ,  = 0:9, SNR = 3 dB)

IV. FORWARD–BACKWARD SPATIAL SMOOTHING
Forward–backward spatial smoothing [9] can also be extended to
1
UCA by applying the transformation 0
 to the covariance matrix
t
[given in (6)], provided
is small. The forward–backward
smoothed covariance matrix is given by

R

1R

J

R = 21K Z J01R J01 + ~I J01R J01 3~I Z (19)
=1
~
where I is the exchange matrix, and (:)3 denotes complex conjugate
of (:). The prewhitening matrix in this case is also given by R
3
(which is defined in Section II) because ~I J01 J01 ~I = J01 J01 .
3
In addition, from (4), ~IA = A. Hence, when the signal covariance
matrix S is real (implying that the signals are uncorrelated or
the correlation between the signals is real), R reduces to R .
This suggests that the forward–backward smoothing gives the same
performance as the forward smoothing when S is real, which is not
so in the case of ULA. When S is complex, the forward–backward
t
fb

K

l

T
l



t



t





l

nw





t
fb

2(2 +1) 3





t
f

smoothing handles up to b D
= c coherent signals (see [9]) in
contrast to the forward smoothing, which handles up to b D
= c
coherent signals only.
Using the structure of  given in (4), it can be shown that
the effective correlation coefficient (fb ) between the sources after
forward–backward smoothing is given by

a( )

(i 0 j )=2) cos
jfbj = jj sin(KKsin((
i 0 j )=2)
j
= jje . Note from (9) and (20) that

(2 +1) 2

(20)

where 
the effective
correlation with forward–backward smoothing is same as that with
forward smoothing only, when is zero, i.e.,  is real. When is

2

an odd multiple of = , the effective correlation reduces to zero for
all K . This is not so in the case of ULA.
Equation (13) can be used to study the MSE performance of
the Root-MUSIC with forward–backward smoothing applied to the
transformed UCA data by replacing the appropriate terms in (13) with
the corresponding terms for forward–backward smoothing. Further,
(17) can be used for the asymptotic performance for the case of
forward–backward smoothing when the sources are uncorrelated.
V. SPATIAL SMOOTHING WITH DIRECTIONAL ELEMENTS
The analysis carried out so far assumes omnidirectional sensors.
The same can be extended to the case of directional sensors. We,
however, assume that all the sensors in the UCA are identical. Let
G  be the directional pattern of the elements. For convenience, we
assume that the maximum gain of each sensor is along the radial
direction. Since the element pattern G  is a periodic function with
period  , it can be expanded in Fourier series [3]. That is

()

()

2

( )=

G 

Q

0

l= Q

cl ejl

(21)
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TABLE III
FINITE DATA PERFORMANCE OF THE ROOT-MUSIC WITH SMOOTHING APPLIED TO TRANSFORMED UCA DATA WITH DIRECTIONAL ELEMENTS FOR CLOSELY SPACED
AND CORRELATED SOURCES ([L = 50; d = 0:4; N = 100; DOA’s = 0 AND 5 ,  = 0:9ej =4 , SNR = 6 dB, G( ) = 1 + cos ]

where Q is the number of significant terms in the expansion. If we
, then
choose the element directional pattern [3] as G 
the Fourier coefficients of the pattern are given by c01 c1
: ,
co
. The steering vector of the UCA with directional elements
is now given by

( ) = 1+cos
= =05

=1

acd() = G()ej



cos

(

; G 0

1

)ej

cos (

G  0 L01 ej cos(0

(

)

)

0

)

;

T

(22)

=2

where n
n=L. If we now apply the weight vector
the resultant array pattern for the mth phase mode is

( ) = wmH acd ()
0jmj L0
=j L
G( 0 n )ej

111

TABLE IV
FINITE DATA PERFORMANCE OF THE ROOT-MUSIC WITH SMOOTHING
(APPLICABLE TO BOTH FORWARD AND FORWARD–BACKWARD,
SINCE  IS REAL) APPLIED TO TRANSFORMED UCA DATA WITH
DIRECTIONAL ELEMENTS FOR HIGHLY CORRELATED AND WIDELY
SPACED SOURCES ([L = 50; N = 100; DOA’s = 0 AND 15 ,
d = 0:4; SNR = 0 dB,  = 0:95; G( ) = 1 + cos  ]

wm, then

fm 

1

cos (

0

n=0

)

ejm :

(23)

()

Substituting (21) for G  in (23) and simplifying, we get

0jmj

1

Q

( )=j L

fm 

l=0Q q =01

1 cl ej l0q  Jq ()j q
(

)

L01
n=0

ej (q0l+m)

:

(24)

2

If we now assume that d < = , then the resultant array pattern
for the mth phase mode can be shown to be

( ) = wmH acd ()
= ejm j 0jmj

fm 

Q
l=0Q

cl j l0m Jl0m 

( ) + 1fm()

(25)

J

where

1fm() = j 0jmj
1

Q

cl

l=0Q
g +l
j Jg+l

1

1a ( )

q =1

()e0jg + jh0l Jh0l ()ejh

(26)

with g and h as defined in Section II. Applying the transformation

F to the steering vector, we have FH acd() = Jd a() + 1ad (),

J

where d is a diagonal matrix (similar to the matrix  ) consisting
of the elements obtained from the coefficients of ejm in (25), and
d  is the vector consisting of the residual terms in (25). Since
the structure of  is similar to that of the steering vector of ULA,
we can extend the Root-MUSIC and spatial smoothing to UCA with
directional elements subject to the approximations as in the omnidirectional case. Thus, the analysis of Sections III and IV can be
extended to this case as well. We should, however, note that d

a( )

J
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is complex (unlike J , which is real), and hence, J3d is to be used
wherever appropriate.
VI. NUMERICAL

AND

SIMULATION RESULTS

In the simulations and numerical evaluation, we considered a UCA
with identical elements (isotropic or directional). We considered two
sources with equal powers in all the simulations. The estimates of
the DOA’s were obtained by averaging over 100 Monte Carlo runs.
The number of snapshots, the number of virtual subarrays, the total
array size, and the particulars of signal scenario are described in the
captions of figures and tables. The SNR indicated in the figures refers
to the value at the input of the sensor element. For spectral MUSIC,
the search for DOA’s was conducted in steps of 0.002 .
Fig. 1 shows variation of the norm of the effective error vector
in the transformed steering vector with smoothing [see (18)]. Note
that as the spacing between the elements increases, the norm of the
error vector increases and becomes quite large when the spacing
approaches = . In addition, the norm decreases with smoothing.
This behavior is in accordance with our predictions.
To see if the smoothing reduces the effect of the error introduced
due to the approximation [c.f. (3)] in the case of both uncorrelated
and correlated scenarios, and to evaluate the utility of the theoretical
result (17), we applied the Root-MUSIC with forward smoothing
to the covariance matrix Rtf w . The result so obtained from this
is referred to as the asymptotic performance from the algorithm.
Tables I and II give this result along with the theoretical values
for various values of subarrays. Note from the results of Table I
that the MSE is maximum for K
(no smoothing), and it drops
significantly with smoothing. As the smoothing is increased beyond
K
, the performance starts deteriorating because of the reduction
in the aperture. The results predicted from (17) are not identical to
those obtained from the algorithm since the theoretical expressions are
accurate for small values of a  , which in the present case is not
small as d is close to = . The small fluctuations in the i2 values
with K are because of the fact that the rate at which the norm of the
effective error vector [c.f. (18)] and the effective correlation (with
smoothing) fall varies with K . This explains why the performance
is inferior to that for K
and 6. The results for the
for K
case of correlated sources are given in Table II. Smoothing improves
the performance in this case as well. However, the improvement is
not as much as with uncorrelated sources. Since  is real, the results
of Tables I and II hold for both the forward and forward–backward
smoothing.
To demonstrate the impact of smoothing for the case of directional
elements with finite data, we considered a closely spaced two-source
scenario with 
: ej=4 . The results are given in Table III.
The directional pattern of the elements was chosen as G 
. Observe that the performance of the Root-MUSIC with
forward–backward smoothing is much better compared with that
with forward smoothing only. Further, the forward smoothing alone
performs better than the spectral MUSIC applied directly to the UCA
data even at higher values of K . The performance degradation with
increasing value of K is because of the reduction in the aperture,
which becomes crucial for closely spaced sources. The simulation
results agree well with the theoretically predicted results.
We next considered a widely spaced and highly correlated twosource scenario. The corresponding results are given in Table IV.
Since the correlation coefficient between the sources is real, the
results hold for both the forward and forward–backward smoothing.
Note that the Root-MUSIC with smoothing applied to the transformed
UCA data performs much better compared with the spectral MUSIC
applied to the UCA data. We also note from results that the MSE is
not very sensitive to the number of virtual subarrays, especially for

2

( )

=1

=8

2

1

=5

=7

= 09

1 + cos

1()

()=

8  K  27. Thus, there exists a wider choice for the number of

subarrays to be used gainfully when the sources are widely spaced.
Finally, observe that the simulation results agree closely with the
predicted ones.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The correspondence analyzes the DOA estimation performance of
the Root-MUSIC with smoothing applied to the transformed UCA
data with isotropic elements and extends the smoothing to UCA
with directional elements. It is shown that the smoothing helps in
reducing the effect of the errors that arise while extending the RootMUSIC to UCA. This suggests that for a specified performance, the
circumferential spacing between the UCA elements can be increased,
thereby resulting in larger aperture. It is also shown that in the case
of UCA, the forward–backward smoothing reduces to the forward
smoothing alone when the source correlations are real.
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